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At five thousand years old, the vampire Alisa thought she
was smart enough to stay out of trouble. But when her
creator returns to hunt her, she must protect herself by
befriending Ray, the boy who may be her only chance at
finding her maker. When she begins to fall in love with
Ray, all of a sudden there is more at stake than her own
life. Originally published in 1994, this series netted more
than 500,000 copies as individual titles and later as bindups. This hot new repackage will revive the series for
today’s teen.
The kids from Spooksville are held prisoner on a planet
of slaves after requesting money, gadgets, clothes, and
galactic peace from a magic alien wishing stone.
This paperback edition contains the first three
Spooksville books: 'The secret path', 'The howling ghost',
and 'The haunted cave'. Welcome to Spooksville, where
weird is normal. Adam has just moved to the small town
of Springville. The first day there, he meets Sally, who
tells him the city's real name is Spooksville, because of
all the spooky things that go on in it. Adam doesn't
believe her at first. With Sally and his new friends, Watch
and Cindy, Adam begins to explore the town and the
area around it. Before he knows it, he's met a witch,
seen a ghost, and been hunted by mysterious cavedwelling creatures!
Descend into underground danger in this third book in
New York Times bestselling author Christopher Pike’s
Spooksville series—now on TV! There is a famous cave
located just outside of Spooksville. A lot of stories
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surround the dark place: scary ones as well as exciting
ones. Adam decides to explore the cave with his friends,
Watch, Sally, and Cindy. But the moment they go into
the cave, the entrance closes behind them. They are
trapped. In the dark. They walk deeper into the cave,
frantically searching for a way out. The batteries in their
flashlights begin to run low. Then they realize something
is following them. Something that has been in the cave
for a long time. Something big, black…and hungry.
Sweetly
G nsehaut HorrorLand
Thirst
Road to Nowhere (reissue)
Bury Me Deep
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Christopher Pike comes a
brand-new fascinating and seductive new novel about a girl with a
mysterious ability—but one that carries an unimaginable cost. From
the moment Fred meets Aja, he knows she’s different. She’s pretty, softspoken, shy—yet seems to radiate an unusual peace. Fred quickly
finds himself falling in love with her. Then strange things begin to
happen around Aja. A riot breaks out that Aja is able to stop by
merely speaking a few words. A friend of Fred’s suffers a serious
head injury and has a miraculous recovery. Yet Aja swears she has
done nothing. Unfortunately, Fred is not the only one who notices
Aja’s unique gifts. As more and more people begin to question who
Aja is and what she can do, she’s soon in grave danger. Because none
of them truly understands the source of Aja’s precious abilities—or
their devastating cost. Love Aja or hate her—you will never forget
her. In Strange Girl, #1 bestselling author Christopher Pike has created
the rarest of novels—a love story that swings between a heartpounding mystery and a stirring mystical journey.
Alisa has spent the past five thousand years as a vampire, living alone
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and fighting for survival. In her loneliness, Alisa cannot resist
bringing Teri—a descendant of her human family—into her life. But
Alisa is surrounded by death and destruction, and just by knowing
Alisa, Teri’s life is at risk. Alisa’s guilt grows when she becomes
involved in a dangerous conspiracy. A top-secret group knows Alisa’s
secret and will stop at nothing to use her powers for their cause. As
Alisa desperately tries to protect herself and Teri from the unknown
enemy, she discovers a force more powerful and more lethal than
anything she has ever seen. Alisa doesn’t know who to trust, who to
challenge, or who she will become….
Manchmal erfordern Mut und Loyalität einen Balanceakt der
Extraklasse... Ihr Leben lang hat Audrey auf diesen Moment
hingefiebert: Sie und ihre beste Freundin Emma haben die Chance, bei
der Olympiade zu zeigen, dass sie zu den besten Turnerinnen der Welt
gehören. Aber es kommt anders als geplant. Denn ihr Trainer, dem
beide Mädchen vertrauen, seit sie drei Jahre alt sind, wird wegen
Missbrauch an ihrer Mannschaftskollegin verhaftet. Das Team steht
vor einem Scherbenhaufen. Obwohl Audrey in Leo, dem Sohn der
neuen Trainerin, ihre große Liebe findet, hat sie keine Ahnung, wie sie
Olympia bestehen soll. Und sie muss sich entscheiden: Ist sie bereit, für
ihren Traum von Gold ihre Freundinnen zu verraten? »Mit
Insiderblick zieht Jennifer Iacopelli den Vorhang vor weltberühmten
Athleten zurück, deren harte Arbeit und unglaubliche Leistungen oft
wegen ihrer einzigartigen Fähigkeit übersehen werden, das
Unmögliche einfach aussehen zu lassen. Das Ergebnis ist sportlich,
überwältigend und macht süchtig.« Sarah Henning, Autorin
»“Goldmädchen“ ist ein überzeugendes Buch rund um den Spitzensport,
das sich an tatsächliche Ereignisse anlehnt und doch keinen Abklatsch
der bekannten Geschehnisse darstellt.« Rita Dell’Agnese, JugendbuchCouch, 08.2021
Dr. Lauren Wagner was a celebrity. She was involved with the most
exciting adventure mankind had ever undertaken: a manned
expedition to Mars. The whole world admired and respected her. But
Lauren knew fear. Inside—voices entreating her to love them.
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Outside—the mystery of the missing group that had gone before her.
The dead group. But were they simply dead? Or something else? A
haunting and unforgettable blend of science fiction, fantasy, horror,
and suspense from one of America's bestselling writers. A novel you
won't soon forget.
Emily Windsnap - Die Rückkehr
And, the Return Part 1
Thirst No. 4
The Last Story
Und wieder schlägt die Geisterstunde

Julia, a young woman with extraordinary
supernatural powers, must decide
whether to risk her life to change a
future she envisions as horrific, or
let fate take its course.
The Van Helsing family has been hunting
vampires for over one hundred years,
but sixteen-year-old Daphne wishes her
parents would take up an occupation
that doesn’t involve decapitating vamps
for cash. All Daphne wants is to settle
down in one place, attend an actual
school, and finally find a BFF to go to
the mall with. Instead, Daphne has
resigned herself to a life of fast
food, cheap motels and buying garlic in
bulk. But when the Van Helsings are
called to a coastal town in Maine,
Daphne’s world is turned upside down.
Not only do the Van Helsings find
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themselves hunting a terrifying new
kind of vampire (one without fangs but
with a taste for kindergarten cuisine),
Daphne meets her first potential BF!
The hitch? Her new crush is none other
than Tyler Harker, AKA, the son of the
rival slayer family. What's a teen
vampire slayer to do?
In this harrowing thriller from
bestselling author Christopher Pike, a
teen girl must solve the mystery of her
own murder before the killer strikes
again. After a night spent out with
friends, Shari Cooper wakes up in her
bed not sure how she got home. And
things only get stranger when her
family acts like she’s not even there.
Nothing Shari says gets a response and
nothing she does can get someone to
even glance at her. Then the hospital
calls. Shari’s mom starts to cry. The
blood drains from her dad’s face. And
still no one will tell her what’s
wrong. But when they arrive at the
hospital, Shari follows her family to
the morgue and sees herself lying there
on a cold slab. She’s dead. The police
rule her death a suicide, but Shari
knows she was murdered—and if the cops
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won’t find her killer, she will. To
investigate, Shari spies on her friends
and even enters their dreams. There,
she comes face to face with a nightmare
from beyond the grave…the Shadow. The
Shadow is even more horrible than death
itself, but Shari must face it to
uncover the truth about her death and
prevent her murderer from killing
again.
Dunkel - geheimnisvoll - atemberaubend
fesselnd Kaitlyn war schon immer
anders: Sie ist übernatürlich begabt.
Jetzt hat sie das Schicksal mit anderen
begabten Jugendlichen zusammengeführt
und zum ersten Mal ist sie glücklich.
Doch bald muss Kaitlyn eine Wahl
treffen zwischen zwei Jungen, so
unterschiedlich wie Tag und Nacht ...
Am parapsychologischen Institut von Mr
Zetes ist die hellseherisch begabte
Kaitlyn endlich keine Außenseiterin
mehr. Zum ersten Mal findet sie echte
Freunde – und verliebt sich gleich in
zwei Jungen: in den sanften Rob und den
wilden, geheimnisvollen Gabriel. Doch
dann machen Kaitlyn und ihre Freunde
eine Entdeckung, die sie in höchste
Lebensgefahr bringt ...
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Thirst No. 5
Thirst No. 1; Thirst No. 2; Thirst
Phantom
Slayed
nur ein kleiner Betrug
Seven teenage friends receive letters signed "Your
Caretaker," who knows they committed an
unthinkable crime in the desolate California desert.
Playing with her little brother by the ocean, Cindy is
stunned when Neil is kidnapped by a ghost and
everyone thinks that he really drowned, but a
newspaper report about local spook activity compels
Cindy to get her brother back
Adam and his best friends never experience a dull
moment living in Spooksville. Three included stories
feature alien abductions, frozen zombies, and a
vengeful witch.
Shari regains the memories of her previous life and
becomes a best-selling young adult author in the
body of Jean Rodriguez.
Phantom, Evil Thirst, Creatures of Forever
Prinz des Schattenreichs
The Eternal Dawn
The Sacred Veil
The Haunted Cave
Dichtung und Wahrheit liegen bei Männern
bekanntlich oft nah bei einander. Und noch
nie ist es einer Frau gut bekommen, auf
diesen kleinen Unterschied hinzuweisen.
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Leider hat Lizzie Nichols genau das getan und
ist nun ohne Geld und lügenden Freund in
London gestrandet. Zum Glück bietet ihre
Freundin ihr einen Catering-Job auf einem
französischen Schloss an. Das Schloss ist ein
Traum - und Luke, der Sohn des
Schlossbesitzers, noch traumhafter.
Außerdem scheint er jedes von Lizzies
niedlichen Pfunden heiß zu begehren. Aber
natürlich schlägt das Chaos in Form von
Lizzies unwiderstehlich frechem Mundwerk
wieder zu. Und plötzlich hat sie alle Hände
voll zu tun, um Luke davon zu überzeugen,
dass es diesmal Liebe ist ...
Disregarding a warning that the town of
Springfield is called "Spooksville" for a good
reason, newcomer Adam accompanies his
friends to a secret path at the graveyard that
is said to lead to other, more terrifying
worlds.
When Shari crafts stories from what she’s
learned in the afterlife and beyond, she
draws the attention of mystical creatures
determined to silence her before she can
reveal their secrets. Shari Cooper has died,
felt eternal peace in the afterlife, and
returned to Earth as a Wanderer—a soul
given permission to take the place of another
soul in a human body. After regaining her
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memory of all the incredible things she’s
seen and experienced, Shari realizes what
she’s meant to do with the opportunity she’s
been given: write stories to help young
people understand the immortal life that
awaits them. Shari discovers talent she didn’t
know she had, and her words are so inspired
that soon Shari and her stories are worldrenowned. One night, a story of incomparable
beauty and mystery comes to her. Feverishly,
Shari records the ancient tale about the
origin of mankind and the purpose of human
life. What Shari doesn’t know is that her new
book is true—a mystical blueprint that warns
of a great danger to mankind. There is a
group of ancient creatures that despises all
humans, especially Wanderers. They will go
to any length to stop Shari from telling her
story.
On her way to Hawaii for a week of fun, Jean
witnesses the death of Mike--the boy sitting
beside her on the plane--and suffers a
vacation of terror when his corpse continues
to turn up on the Hawaiian islands. Reprint.
Aliens in the Sky; The Cold People; The
Witch's Revenge
The Last Vampire, Black Blood, Red Dice
The 100 Most Popular Young Adult Authors
Witch
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Biographical Sketches and Bibliographies
Although her death is ruled a suicide, Shari Cooper
knows that she was murdered and sets out on a
horrifying journey to seek her killer, relying upon help
from The Shadow--a thing more menacing than death
itself.
Chronicles the events in the life of Alisa, a five-thousandyear-old vampire.
As a child, Gretchen's twin sister was taken by a witchlike monster in the woods. Ever since, Gretchen and her
brother, Ansel, have felt the long branches of the witch's
forest threatening to make them disappear, too. When
their stepmother casts Gretchen and Ansel out as teens,
they stumble upon a sleepy Southern town and are
invited to stay with Sophia Kelly at her sweet shop.
Sophia moulds candied magic: coveted treats that
inspire confidence, bravery, and passion. Life seems
idyllic and Gretchen and Ansel finally start to forget
their haunted past - until Gretchen meets handsome
local outcast Samuel, who gives Gretchen a reason to
fear Sophia: girls have been vanishing at Sophia's annual
chocolate festival, taken by the insatiable 'witch' of
Gretchen's nightmares. Can Gretchen save herself, the
girls of Live Oak, and Sophia? Of one thing, Gretchen is
certain: a monster is coming, and it will never go away
hungry.
The dead alchemist's experiment is a success--Alisa is
alive again after five thousand years, pregnant with a
baby that grows at a supernatural speed--but only a
stranger can tell her if the child will be an angel or a
demon.
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Goldmädchen
Die telepathischen Zwillinge / aus dem Amerikan. von
Eva Hierteis
Black Knight
The Shadow of Death
The Howling Ghost
Offers brief biographies, annotated listings of each author's
works, and suggestions for additional reading
Jessie never suspected that witches are real, or that she is
one, in the start of this paranormal suspense saga from #1
New York Times bestselling author Christopher Pike.
Heading off for a weekend in Las Vegas with her friends,
Jessie Ralle has only one worry—how to make it through the
road trip in the same car with her Ex, Jimmy Kelter. The guy
who broke her heart five months ago when he dumped her
for no reason. The guy who’s finally ready to tell her why he
did it, because he wants her back. But what Jessie doesn’t
realize is that Jimmy is the least of her problems. In Las
Vegas she meets Russ, a mesmerizing stranger who shows
her how to gamble, and who never seems to lose. Curious,
Jessie wants to know his secret, and in response, alone in
his hotel room, he teaches her a game that opens a door to
another reality. To Witch World. Suddenly Jessie discovers
that she’s stumbled into a world where some people can do
the impossible, and others may not even be human. Are
there really witches? Is she one of them? Originally
published as Witch World, this classic edge-of-your-seat
thrill ride from #1 bestselling author Christopher Pike keeps
you guessing right until the last page.
Tyrese Gibson, multiplatinum R&B singer and movie star,
and Rev Run of Run DMC and star of Run’s House present a
bold , honest, and uncensored loo k into the male mind.
Tyrese and Rev are unlikely best friends—Rev is married
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with six kids and Tyrese is a single dad still hesitant to
settle down. But after an unexpected disagreement in which
Rev insisted that marriage is forever, and Tyrese pushed
that you could bail when the sex went bad, the two decided
not just to agree to disagree but to team up and open their
debate to a larger audience. Even though they’re at
different points in their journeys, both have clear insights on
what it takes to make a relationship work and what can sink
it instantly. Manology is a guide to regaining your
relationship confidence and weeding out the cheaters,
MANipulators, and pimps from the good men. Just follow
Tyrese and Rev’s advice and finally understand the reasons
behind your man’s actions. Some men’s behavior can’t be
changed, but it’s better to face the truth. No matter how
painful or distressing that truth might be, if you know it, you
can confront it and move past it. Tyrese and Rev
acknowledge that it can be difficult for men to open up, but
they present real strategies for men and women to have
honest and open discussions about relationship
expectations. With Rev’s hard-earned knowledge on what it
takes to make a marriage work, and Tyrese’s sometimes
uncomfortable but always straight talk on the single man’s
mind-set, Manology is your one true source of knowledge to
help you take control of your love life and truly understand
your man.
Quench your Thirst with the finale to the #1 New York
Times bestselling series from Christopher Pike. Sita has
lived for centuries. She has seen more than most people
could ever imagine. She has loved and she has lost; she has
killed many, and she has given life. Now, at last, Sita’s story
culminates in an epic—and satisfying—conclusion to the
enormously popular Thirst series.
The Secret Path
Thirst No. 2
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Spooksville 3-Books-in-1!
Prüfungsangst
Chain Letter

Pike's big-hitters in stunning new bind-up
formats for a new generation of horror fans.
What Alisa has desired for five thousand years
has finally come true—she is once again human.
But now she is defenseless, vulnerable, and for
the first time in centuries, emotional. As she
attempts to reconcile her actions as a vampire
with her new connection to humanity, she begins
to understand the weight of life and death
decisions. Can Alisa resolve her past and build a
new identity, or is she doomed to repeat her fatal
mistakes? From the paranormal series that
netted more than 500,000 copies after its initial
publication in 1994, this stylish, repackaged
bindup is ideal for today’s vampire-savvy teen
audience.
Terry gehört zu den besten Schülerinnen ihrer
Schule. Damit sie auch in Mathematik gute
Noten bekommt, lässt sie sich auf einen dubiosen
Handel mit dem Herumtreiber Adam ein, der für
eine Verabredung mit ihr ihre nächste Arbeit
schreibt. Bald beginnt er, Terry zu erpressen.
Witches are real—and each of us may be one—in
this all-new paranormal suspense novel from #1
New York Times bestselling author Christopher
Pike. Heading off for a weekend in Las Vegas
with her friends, Jessie Ralle has only one
worry—how to make it through the road trip in
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the same car with her Ex, Jimmy Kelter. The guy
who broke her heart five months ago when he
dumped her for no reason. The guy who’s finally
ready to tell her why he did it, because he wants
her back. But what Jessie doesn’t realize is that
Jimmy is the least of her problems. In Las Vegas
she meets Russ, a mesmerizing stranger who
shows her how to gamble, and who never seems
to lose. Curious, Jessie wants to know his secret,
and in response, alone in his hotel room, he
teaches her a game that opens a door to another
reality. To Witch World. Suddenly Jessie
discovers that she’s stumbled into a world where
some people can do the impossible, and others
may not even be human. For a time she fears
she’s lost her mind. Are there really witches? Is
she one of them? #1 Bestselling author
Christopher Pike offers up another classic edgeof-your-seat thrill ride that keeps you guessing
right until the last page.
Thirst No. 3
Visionen der Nacht - Die dunkle Gabe
Witch World
The Secret Of Ka
Strange Girl
One minute Sara's bored on vacation in Istanbul. The next,
she's unearthed a flying carpet that cleverly drags her to
the mysterious Island of the Djinn—or genies. By her side is
Amesh, a cute guy she has a crush on but doesn't yet trust.
When Amesh learns the secret of invoking djinn, he loses
control. He swears he'll call upon only one djinn and make
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one wish. The plan sounds safe enough. But neither Sara
nor Amesh are any match for the monster that that swells
before them. It hypnotizes Amesh, compelling him to steal
Sara’s flying carpet and leave her stranded on the island.
Discovering the carpet has sparked a new path for Sara,
one that will lead her to battle creatures even deadlier than
djinn. In this fight, Sara can save mankind, herself, or the
boy she cares for. Who will she be forced to sacrifice?
Emily hat ein großes Geheimnis: Sie ist halb Mensch, halb
Meermädchen! »Stellt euch vor, ich kehre zurück nach
Brightport! Dort habe ich früher gelebt, als ich noch nicht
wusste, dass ich ein Meermädchen bin. Und ich habe einen
Auftrag. Von Neptun höchstpersönlich. Dabei habe ich
überhaupt keine Ahnung, wie ich ihn erfüllen soll ...«
Direkt an der Küste von Brightport soll ein neues, riesiges
Wohngebiet gebaut werden. Das Bauvorhaben droht, die
Unterwasserstadt der Meerleute zu zerstören. Emily bleibt
nur wenig Zeit, um ihre Freunde zu retten ... Band 4 der
erfolgreichen Emily-Windsnap-Serie. Alle Bände der
Emily-Windsnap-Serie: Emily Windsnap - Das Geheimnis
(Band 1) Emily Windsnap - Das Abenteuer (Band 2) Emily
Windsnap - Die Entdeckung (Band 3) Emily Windsnap Die Rückkehr (Band 4) Emily Windsnap - Die Reise (Band
5) Emily Windsnap - Die Bestimmung (Band 6) Serie bei
Antolin gelistet
The thrilling Witch World saga continues in this
suspenseful sequel to Red Queen, from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Christopher Pike. Jessica Ralle thought
the worst was over. The mindblowing revelations. The
terrifying danger. The heartbreaking loss. Turns out,
discovering Witch World was just the beginning. The
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riveting Witch World saga continues in a sequel packed
with even more shocking twists and sexy suspense than
Book One…
On the run from a devastating relationship, Teresa Chafey
picks up two mysterious hitchhikers--Poppy Corn and
Freedom Jack--and the three of them unwittingly conjure
up ghosts from the past as they drive down the California
coast.
Spooksville 3-Books-in-1! #2
Aber bitte mit Schokolade!
Thirst No. 1
Red Queen
Remember Me
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